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Product information

Made in France* by Proyacht SARL
331, Avenue du Docteur Lefebvre - 06270 Villeneuve Loubet
Tel. +33(0) 493 229 865
Clin’Azur & Proyacht sont des marques déposées www.clinazur.com

SAFETY DATA SHEET AVAILABLE ON REQUEST OR
www.clinazur.com

Always refer to the descriptions on labels. Keep out of reach of children.
Respect the conditions of use.
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	Nom du produit: 200
	Descriptif anglais: Teak cleaner
	Descriptif français: Nettoyant pour teck
	Langue: En
	Version: Date de la version 28/04/2017  V.2
	Description: Phase 1: Teak cleaner. Concentrated alkaline solution for cleaning thoroughly and removing dirt, grease stains, salt, etc. No danger to deck seals and metals. Its action also allows you to open the wood fibre to apply the restorer 201 in a 2nd phase. 
	Composition: Contains sodium hydroxide.
	Aspect: Liquid / characteristic
	pH: 13
	Densité: 1.06 +/- 0.03
	Point éclair: N.A
	N°ONU: 1719
	Stockage: Protect from freezing. Keep containers closed when not in use.
	Conditionnements: Jerrycan 1L / jerrycan 5L
	Compatibilité / Supports: teak ; exotic woods
	Méthodes: - The 200 is used diluted to 10-20% in clear water.- Wet the deck and hull to avoid stains at the final rinse. Apply the mixture with a soft brush rubbing vigorously in the direction of the wood fibers to facilitate impregnation. Leave on for 10 minutes and rinse with clear water while brushing to remove the last traces of dirt. - If necessary, in case of very large or old dirt, increase the dosage of the product and repeat. Do not work in direct sunlight, the product should not dry as it is and the wood must stay cool while rinsing.
	Précautions: Dangerous product. Causes severe skin burns and eye damageKeep out of reach of childrenWash hands, forearms and face thoroughly after handlingWear protective gloves, eye protectionRefer to the particulars on the MSDS for more information.


